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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions. 

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's 
Dictionary in English Word order. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3865 + were neglected +/ . paratheoreo {par-ath-eh-o-reh'-o}; from 3844 + at + more + nigh + side + than + above + 
among + it at + before + down at + against + contrary + them before + that she had + them down at + stripes save + in 
the sight + unto you than + of himself more + when she was past + And when his friends + that which is against + unto 
him and he was nigh + such things as they give +/ and 2334 + see + seeth + I see + to see + beheld + ye see + and saw 
+ looking + And saw + and see + may see + they see + me seeth + consider + Perceive + it seeth + had seen + they 
saw + and seeth + ye behold + And seeth + as ye see + beholding + and ye see + I perceive + and beheld + but ye see 
+ but seeing + that behold + ye shall see + when they saw + while and saw + are not seeth + with us ye see + And he 
that seeth + unto them I beheld + in him when he saw + that they had seen + upon them which saw + unto him Thou 
seest + that they may behold + while and ye shall not see +/ ; to overlook or disregard: --neglect . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words in 
the English. 

1 - neglected 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is translated 
from the original Greek and Hebrew. 



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated from 
the English word. 

neglected 3865 paratheoreo * {neglected} , {3865 paratheoreo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. English list 
of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered to 5,624 * Unique 
English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254 

* neglected , 3865 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

neglected - 3865 {neglected},



One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a 
murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the daily ministration.



Two Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a 
murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the daily ministration.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in the 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a 
murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the daily ministration.



Four Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in the daily 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there 
arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the daily 
ministration.



Five Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in the daily ministration 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was 
multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the 
daily ministration.



Six Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in the daily ministration 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was 
multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the 
daily ministration.



Seven Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

neglected in the daily ministration 44_ACT_06_01 # And in those days, when the number of the disciples was 
multiplied, there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were neglected in the 
daily ministration.



English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

neglected , 44_ACT_06_01 ,
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Bible Phrases for Individual word studies 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

neglected ^ 44_ACT_06_01 / neglected /^in the daily ministration. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies 

neglected ......... were neglected 3865 -paratheoreo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

neglected 44_ACT_06_01 And in those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a 
murmuring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their widows were {neglected} in the daily ministration. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

neglected ^ 44_ACT_06_01 And <1161> in <1722> those <5025> days <2250>, when the number <4129> <0> of the 
disciples <3101> was multiplied <4129> (5723), there arose <1096> (5633) a murmuring <1112> of the Grecians 
<1675> against <4314> the Hebrews <1445>, because <3754> their <0846> widows <5503> were {neglected} <3865> 
(5712) in <1722> the daily <2522> ministration <1248>. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number 

Language Tranliteration of original language words

neglected 44_ACT_06_01 . And in those (5025 -tautais -) days (2250 -hemera -) , when the number of the disciples 
(3101 -mathetes -) was multiplied (4129 -plethuno -) , there arose (1096 -ginomai -) a murmuring (1112 -goggusmos -) 
of the Grecians (1675 -Hellenistes -) against (4314 -pros -) the Hebrews (1445 -Hebraios -) , because (3754 -hoti -) 
their widows (5503 -chera -) were {neglected} (3865 -paratheoreo -) in the daily (2522 -kathemerinos -) ministration 
(1248 -diakonia -) . 
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